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PART  1: Review Comments 
 

 Reviewer’s comment Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and 
highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write 
his/her feedback here) 

Compulsory REVISION comments 
 

 
1) in the method, please clearly state the quantity of ghee used either in metric IS 
unit or in daily quantitative unit like pinch, tablespoon, teaspoon or others. 
2) Please define ‘sterile’ preparation item, temperature or warm water and word ‘etc’ 
should be replace with full list of the mention items. 
3) Appreciate the authors recommendation on applying the medication through 
‘topical’ method assisted with the ‘ring’. Kindly specified it is on the lid while 
closing the eye, or directly to the eye surface ( cornea). Is it depend on the 
disease one dealing?, if yes is the timing of applying the medication also different 
between diseases. 
4) Please state the mechanism of action base on each ‘Indicated disease’. Please 
highlight on the distribution to the eye and systemically, the metabolism involved 
in the tissues or body as well as excretion of the medication. Please highlight 
reference /s for each point. Suggest to include any published earlier animal 
studies model. 
5) For usage in ‘mentioned infective keratitis or corneal ulcer’ please state is it for 
all kind of infection or it has specificity towards any organism. Justification with 
reference from previous study is a must. 
6) Author mention one chronic disease which is glaucoma, please highlight how 
does the efficacy or successful of treatment is determine a part from 
questionnaire. Please state a reference at least. 
7) Interaction behavior between the mentioned medication with other herbal or 
hospital medication should be mentioned and supported with reference. 
8) The advice effects and measure needs to be taken if it happens was failed to be 
accentuated by authors 
 

 

Minor REVISION comments 
 

 
1)The questionnaire will have better value should the answers is formatted in guardian for 
example 0- worsening, 1- no improvement 2- insights improve 3- improved 4- markedly 
improved. 
2) please state the duration after treatment was commenced before questionnaire asked to 
patients. 
3) In those with chronic disease (e.g glaucoma) as listed by authors, is this questionnaire 
being evaluated periodically- if yes please state the duration interval and please provide 
justification and reference/s. 
4) references are from those articles of more than 10 years. Please integrate at least 1/3 of 
the references are within 10 years of publication. 
 

 

Optional/General comments 
 

 
 
All the terms and Ayuverdic classification are correctly started by authors. The scientific 
content try to highlighted by authors is clear. Kindly response to the comments above. 
Thank you 
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PART  2:  
 

 Reviewer’s comment Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and highlight 
that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write his/her 
feedback here) 

Are there ethical issues in this manuscript? 
 
(If yes, Kindly please write down the ethical issues here in details) 
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